
Motodays 2024. The motorcycle paradise
returns to Rome
Motodays 2024. The motorcycle paradise returns to Rome Experiences (riding but not
only), interaction, training and information, exhibition and entertainment: from 8 to 10
March 2024 Motodays returns to Fiera Roma with a new formula It offers motorcyclists
from the Centre-South an intense program to experience , as well as a large choice of
motorbikes to try (and buy), for all tastes and budgets.

Under the hashtag #ProvaEsploraVivi, many experiential activities, events and
adventures are proposed.

Among these, ETRURIA DISCOVERING , an exciting motorbike itinerary of around 200
km, with Motodays 2024 as the initial and final stage. Participants, through secondary
asphalted roads and dirt roads, will have the opportunity to explore the territory of
Etruria, one of the culturally richest regions in Italy. The Castle of Santa Severa, the
Necropolis of Banditaccia (Unesco site), Lake Bracciano, the Castle of Ceri: the route
will pass through places of extreme artistic, historical and natural beauty, where
motorcyclists will be able to benefit from cultural contents and experience gastronomic
specialties .

Equally exciting is the 1000 CURVE motorbike touring race , increasingly an essential
experience in the world of two-wheel competitions, a motorcycle race open to all those
who own a motorbike and love the thrill of cornering, a real test of skill, first in tracing the
route and then in driving. Participants, armed with a Roadbook to be stamped at each
checkpoint, will be able to choose their favorite itineraries in the province of Rome and in
the Lazio region: the winner is the person who best evaluates curves and routes, scoring
the highest number of points during the competition.
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